
ANTI BULLY SHIRTS 
FRONT 

Hello everyone, 
I have made a logo for anti bully day that will be put on these 

type of shirts they are dark pink. I will be taking orders for sizes 

and quantities for now. The sizes are in Men's, women's, and 

youth sizes. If you require an XL or higher it will be an extra 

$3.50 so far I have an estimate order for 150 shirts at $25 each 

but if more are interested the price will go down. Not taking 

payments yet just names, sizes, and quantity for now and I'll 

keep you all posted on the price and when the payment is 

needed for the shirts. I can be reached at 604-219-8500, or 

Facebook, and email deannamariepoint4@gmail.com . Thank 

you all for your interests 

Deanna. 
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On Behalf Of Craig AMOR (1-um), Krista Point, & Family 

Our hands our raised to each and everyone of you that helped support the family with this raffle 
to help the family shake hands for the work for Craig's late father also Sherry, Deanna and 
Angela Points grandfather John (kuya) Leon Memorial that was held January 5th 2019. We 
can't express enough how much support came forward to help the family with this work it's is 
greatly appreciated, our hearts are full and can't express it enough how grateful we are. Thank 
you all again this has been 

Winners for the prizes won Deanna M. Points art work. 
1) water bottle - Ronnie Seymour 
2) Small canvas print - Ronnie Seymour 
3) Hooded sweater - Marlon Louie 
4) Print - Jim Kew 

Sorry this was a late reply to show the winners. We did the draw live on Facebook the day of 
the memorial We just want to make sure everyone who contributed knows that the draw was 
taken place and that your not left out. 
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